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Washington, D. C. - Dr. E.
B. Evans, president of Prairie
View A. and M. College, has
been elected to the executive
committee of the American Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges.
Delegates to the Diamond Anniversary convention of the Association also elected Novice G.
Fawcett, president of Ohio State
University, president of the association Wednesday. Other new
members of the executive committee are presidents Elmer
Ellis, University of Missouri;
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James H. Jen sen, Oregon State
University; John T. Fey, Uni-·
versity of Vermont; Richard A.
Harvill, University of Arizona;
and J. H. Hilton, Iowa State.
Other officers elected at the
association's business meeting
were President Elliott, University of Maine, chairman of the
association's council of presidents. Nine new division chairmen were also elected. They are
Deans A. Spielman, University
of Massachusetts , for agriculture; Bruce Dearing, University
of Delaware, for arts and

sciences; Eugene Swearingen,
Oklahoma State University, for
business administration.
Also T. H. Evans, University
of Colorado, for engineering; J.
C. Fitzgerald, Oklahoma State, •
for general extension; Robert
MacVicar, Oklahoma State, for
graduate work; James J. Nick•
erson, Montana State College,
for teacher education; Erskine
V. Morse, Purdue University,
for veterinary medicine; and
home economics director Ruth
Hall, University of Arizona, for
home economics .
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"The Voice of the Students of Prairie View"
VOLUME 37, NO. 5

News
MISS TE.XAS HIGH
IN HOMECOMING PARADE
Cheryl Fay McIntyre, Miss
Texas High-1962-63, will ride
the student press club float in
the Homecoming Parade Saturday. The Press Club Sweetheart
will also be on the float prepared by the Student Publication
Department.
-.,
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Istudying in London, England on
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VOICE OF P ANTHERLAND
TO BE AIRED AT 1 P.M.
The weekly radio senes, Voice
of Pantherland, will be heard
Saturday from 1-1 :45 p.m. instead of the regular time. The
program will be a live broadcast of pre-game activity on
Homecoming day. Radio station
KYOK will broadcast the colorful homecoming game.
-: ,
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ALPHAS SPONSOR
TOYS FOR TOTS
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
is calling for community assistance in its annual Toys-for-Tots
drive and its clothing exchange
program. The fraternity proviles toys and clothing to underprivileged families in the area.

* * -):

EX-STUDENTS RETURN
FROI\I SERVICE OVERSEAS
Visiting the Panther office
this week were two P.V. graduates returning from service
overseas. They were David Roberson, 56, five years service in
France; and Albert James, 59,
three years in Germany. Both
plan to enroll in graduate school
here in January.
BOY SCOUTS
APPRECIATION DINNER
SET FOR DECEI\IBER 5
The annual Boy Scouts Appreciation Dinner for the E. B.
Evans Division will be held at
the college on December 5. Dr.
A. N. Poindexter is serving as
chairman of the dinner committee, H. M. Marshall Brown is in
charge of the program.

* *

Brief

Schedule of
Homecoming Activities
NOVEMBER 16-17-18, 1962
Prairie View A. & M. College of Texas
THEME: Proficiency and New Frontiers
6:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

9:30 p.m.

Dr. E. B. Evans announced
that The Department of Natural
Sciences at Prairie View A&M
College had received a grant of
$20,000 to conduct a Research
Participation Program for High
School Teachers in Biology and
Chemistry for a twelve week
period, June 3 to August 24th.
The program is designed to offer high school Science teachers
an opportunity to do full time
research during the summer under the direction of experienced
scientific investigators.
In general, teachers applying
for this program should have a
Masters degree in a scientific
discipline or an academic background including sufficient advanced science courses to qual-

A Prairie View A & M graduate of 1951 will return for the
college's big Homecoming ort
November 17, but unlike the
thousands of other exes who are
returning, he will make a para.chute landing on the field from
an altitude of 14,000 feet.
He is Major William Downey
who will lead a team of five

Alumni Association, Mrs. Emma G. Harrell,
President, Room 206, Memorial Center Building
Memorial Center remains open tor homecoming visitors
Community businesses will open all night
Friday
Campus and Community homes will burn
porch lights indicating a welcome to visiting
alumni and friends

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 17
Breakfast Dance for Alumni and Visitors
Adm. $1.50, Memorial Center Ballroom
Music by James Williams, '47, and the East

4:00- 7:00 a.m.

Student Breakfast Dance -

Texas All Stars -

ify them for admission to candidacy for such a degree. Actual candidacy for the degree is
not a requirement.
Stipends of $75.00 per week
for the 12 week period, dependency allowance and travel will
be given the participants.
Interested persons may secure
information concerning the Program by writing the Director,
E. E. O'Banion. All applications
must be postmarked not later
than February 15th. Awards
will be announced by ~arch
15th
Dr. O'Banion stated that the
main object of the program is
to offer research training to
qualified teachers who can develop research programs in their
respective high schools.

PV Grad to "Drop-in" for
Big Homecoming Celebration

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Bonfire and Pep Rally
Executive Committee of the Prairie View_-- f ....,,:-,.·.

4:00- 8:00 a.m.

NOVEMBER 16, 1962

Grant of $20,000 Received
For Science Research Program

Dr. Evans Appointed
To USDA Committee

a fellowship. While in England
Prairie View A & M College's
he has received another fellowship that will enable him to tour president Dr. E. B. Evans has
hospitals in Europe and Africa. recently been appointed to the
Dairy Research and Marketing
• • •
Advisory Committee of the U.
SIL VER TEA PLANNED
BY PUBLIC HEALTH GROUP S. Department of Agriculture.
The appointment was made by
The Waller County Public
Health Committee will sponsor Secretary of Agriculture, Ora Silver Tea on Thursday, Dec- ville J. Freeman. The purpose of
ember 6. The occasion is the the National Committee is to
group's annual fund ra1smg make recommendations to the
drive to help needy health cases department regarding producin and around Waller County. tion, utilization, and marketing
The group also provides Christ- research programs and regarding certain aspects of marketing
mas gifts to the sick.
service and educational activi• • •
ties.
FACULTY RECREATION
The committee also aids the
COMMITTEE TO MEET
Dean H. E. Fuller, general Department of Agriculture in
chairman of the Faculty Rec- its work of finding solutions for
reation Committee has called a problems facing farmers and
meeting of the large group for processors, handlers, distribuMonday, November 19, at 7 p.m. tors, and consumers of agriculin the administration building. ture product.
- - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

·X·

PV GRAD STUDIES
IN LONDON
Margaret Grigsby,
University professor,

Prairie View A. & M. College, Texas

,, ·i2

and will explain the nature of
relative work performed by the
other four divers. They will do
barrel rolls, figure eights, criss•
crossing, loops, and other man•
euvers as they fall from 14,000
feet. The landing target will be
a small area located on the college landing strip adjacent to
Blackshear stadium.

.
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Free coffee, Cafeteria
Auditorium-Gym-

nasium

College Cafeteria and Memorial
Center Cafeteria
Board of Directors Meeting - Prairie View
8:00 a.m.
General Alumni Association; Mr. G. W.
Adams, Board Chairman. Room 206 Memorial
Center Building
9:30-11:00 a.m. GENERAL ALUMNI MEETING - Memorial
Center Ballroom. Honoring classes 1902, 1912,
1922, 1932, 1942 and 1962
HOMECOMING PARADE
12:00 noon
PRE-GAME SHOW Blackshear Field
1:00 p.m.
featuring parade participants, and SKYDIVING SHOW led by William Downey, '51.
Football Game - Prairie View A. & M. vs.
2:00 p.m.
Alcorn A. & M. College, Blackshear Field
HALF TIME SHOW - presenting Miss HomecQming and party - Miss Prairie View and
party
MOVIE - Auditorium-Gymnasium
8:45 p.m.
7:00- 9:00 a.m. Breakfast -

Howard
is now

INDEX
General Campus Ne.ws .1-2-3
Clubs .••..•........••.•.. 6
Editorials •••.••• _ ..••.• .4
Features .•..•....•.. 5-7-10
Organizations •..••...••.. 6
Sports ......•.•.•••. 9 & 11

Special This Issue
Memorial Center News •. 8 - 9

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 18
11 :00 a.m .
7:00 p.m.

Religious Service -

Auditorium-Gymnasium
presenting Mr.
Roy Hicks, vocalist, and the Madison High
School Choral Group, Dallas - AuditoriumGymnasium
ALUMNI VESPER HOUR -

nes your taste
·"every puff
A refreshing discovery is yours
or Salem refreshes your taste just as
, most flavorful, too ... that's Salem!
►

taste • modern filter, too
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Science Graduates Finding Good Jobs
PRAIRIE VIEW, - Recent teaching. Those reporting their
graduates in the field of science whereabouts at this time inat Prairie View A & M College clude Claude C. Fomby, science
are reported as having received teacher at Dawson, Texas: Heexcellent positions both in their bert Stillman, (Port Arthur).
home state and in other areas of mathematics teacher; and Al T.
the country.
Burrs, science teacher, \VoodHeading the list of job hold- ville, Texas.
ers reporting recently from the
Science graduates of 1962
1962 graduating class are two who are continuing their educaformer co-eds Nethelyne Archie tion include Lafayette Williams
of Conroe and Joyce Marie (Fort Worth) now a student at
Jones, Fort Worth. Miss Archie the University of Texas Medical
is now working as a U. S. De- School,
Galveston;
Bernard
partment of Agriculture Chem- Johnson (Pittsburgh) , Univerist in Chicago, Illinois and Miss sity of Kansas Medical School,
Enrollment 'ht<l~· - Repr sentatives of the Negro Colleges of Texas are shown working with
Jones is a chemical technician Kansas City; Thomas Jefferson
the Faculty Research Committee at Prairie View A. & M. College in a study of enrollment
with Texas Instruments in Dal- (Camden), and Gwendolyn Tim•
projections over the next ten years. President E. B. Evans requested the information on enrollment for college-wide planning for the future.
las.
berlake (Houston), both at Me- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Argell Fletcher of Grapeland, harry College School of DentistTexas, a chemistry graduate, ry, Nashville, Tennessee; and
now works as a research tech- Pearlie Mae Turk (Silsbee), a
nician at the Southwestern Med- graduate student at Denver Uniical Branch, University of Tex- versity and laboratory assistant
as, Dallas. Lt. Willie D. Greene at the Denver University Hos(Weimar), former biology stu- pital.
Dr. Norman J. Johnson, proDr. Johnson received his unMrs. Emma G. Harrell, Presi- dent, is a chemical officer, Army
Inhabitants from 70 different
. E~- or of health and physical dergraduate training at Kentuc- dent of the Prairie View Gen- Chemical Center in Maryland.
A large number of science nations people the "new section"
duration at Prairie View A & M ky State College and both the eral Alumni Association, is the
College has been appointed to Master's and doctor's degrees at new President of the National graduates go into the field of of Jerusalem today.
i he national gymnastic com- the University of Michigan.
Conference of Superintendents § . Q > < Q > < . Q - ~ - . Q > < Q > , . Q - ~ - q , ~ , < Q - . - q , ~
mittee of the Amateur Athletic
of Correctional Institutions for
Union of the United States.
Girls
and Women. The 1962
.':omination of Dr. Johnson
·to the AAU committee was
Conference was held in Seattle,
:nade by the National (NAIA)
Washington at the Benjamin
.A~sociation for Intercollegiate
_-Hhl<>tics. The committee is conDr. E. B. Evans, Prairie View Franklin Hotel, July 19-22.
Mrs. Harrell has served the
rerncd with providing the best A & M College's president, has
Contact Your
conference
as treasurer and vice
possible opportunities for ama- been cited for service to educateur athletes and improving Un- tion by the Teachers State As- president. The conference is
ned States standing in the inter- sociation of Texas.
composed of superintendents of
:national sports arena.
The veteran Texas educator
correctional institutions in the
An employee at Prairie View • was awarded a plaque with the
United States and her dependenwords
"for
service
to
education"
r.·ince 1956, Dr. Johnson is also
cies and the Dominion of Canmember
of
the
intercollegiate
inscribed
during
the
associations
3
annual meeting last week in ada.
wmmittee, American Tennis
Representative
Mrs. Harrell is Superinten:\ssociation, the international Dallas. Dr. Evans has been em.:ouncil of physical education ployed at Prairie View since dent of Crockett State School
at 7-3388 for Pick-Up and Delivery
::ind sport, and chairman of 1918 and has been president for Girls at Crockett. She also
since 1946.
attended the National Training
NJ\IA District 6-B golf commit~ee. His professional memberLong associated with the Schools and Juvenile Agencies
~hip include the American Asso- state teachers group, Dr. Evans Conference of which she is a
•iation for Health, Physical Ed- continues to serve the organiza- member on the board of directucation and Recreation, Phi tion and encourages his faculty ors, and the National Institute
Delta Kappa, and the American to work closely with their state on Crime and Delinquency.
A sociation of University Pro- and regional programs. A large These two conferences were held
per centage of Prairie View tea- at the Olympic Hotel July 22cessors.
chers hold membership in the 26.
association and many contribute
En route home to Texas, Mrs.
their services as consultants and
Harrell
visited a New Mexico
Located _E ast of Super-Save Food Mkt.
, speakers.
In addition to his many as- fort and was impressed with
DRY CLEANING and ALTERATIONS
sociations and services to educa- their curio shop. "But I feel ~~
that we have more to offer in §
tion in Texas, The Prairie View our
historical museum at Fort
Charles Washington, Owner
president is currently a mem- Richardson," she said. She is a AQ'"-0~'><.c;;~~;>'>t.1~?>--~o-xD>e.b><b:<D><o-~~
ber of the American Council on
education and the commission on native of Jacksboro, Texas.

Dr. Johnson Gets
AAU Appointment

Alumni President
Heads Conference

President Evans Cited
For Service to Education

i

For Dependable, Reliable,

I

Qua Iity Service

Community
Cleaners

WENDT'S

Super Market

Phone 110

international affairs; the state
department's
committee
in
charge of programs of international relation; and the U. S.
Department of Agriculture'

Jack and Jill Group
Observe UN Week
The t~n-to-twelve year old
group of the Prairie View chapter of the Jack and Jill organization culminated United Nations week with a delicious buf•
fet birthday dinner celebration
on Saturday evening, October
27, at the Prairie View Training
School.
The table was artistically decorated with an interna!ional motif. Tasty foods of the various
countries of the United Nations
were served.
Mr. Alexander Pratt of the
Prairie View College Library
staff delivered an inspiring and
informative address on "The
History of the United Nations".
Mrs. Joseph R. Battle is chairman of the ten-to-twelve group
whose 'roster incluties Michael
Battle, Paula Crutchfield, Brent
Jones, Bruce Jones, Landis
Jones, Henry Kemp, Kollye Kilpatrick, Leroy Marion, Paula
Mitchell, David Moore, Sheila
Owens, Paula Poindexter, and
Ruble Woolfolk.
national committees on rural
areas development, vocational
education, and international cooperation.

Western Auto Associate Store
Home Owned by
PAUL J. R!VAK

PHONI 496
Hemptttad, Te1<u

Jim

Strickland
A graduate of S. M. U. and University of Denver with BBA and
MBA Degrees in Accounting and Finance. Jim Strickland combines his academic background with over 8 years of insurance
experienc.e to offer his clients a true professional service. Let
him offer you his service in any or all of the following,
LIFE, RETIREMENT, ANNUITIES, EDUCATIONAL PLANS,
MAJOR MEDICAL. GROUP, BUSINESS INSURANCE
RESIDENTIAL •nd COMMERCIAL LOANS
The Corporate organization of C and I Ufe Is unique among r.surOflce oompanies in that the company is wholly owned by
Hooston Endowment, Inc. This phNanthropic foundation aeeted
µy Mr. and Mrs. Jesse H. Jones, devotes it$ entire &amlngs ,to
philanthropies in the fields of inedical ~ c h aducetionel
fealities. scholarships, and religious organiz:atioos:

C anJ ..9 olife
Wholly Owned by

HOUSTON ENDOWM'ENT, Inc.

JIM STRICKLAND
MO 4--1689, Home

WO 6-0731, Offi09
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THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAYS SET
Thanksgiving holidays will
begin at noon on Wednesday,
November 21, and classes will
resume at 8 :00 a.m. Monday,
November 26.

.

Coronation of Miss PV - Mary Ann Jolivet is shown being
officially crowned student queen by President E. B. Evans
during coronation ceremonies held last week.

The Coronation of a Queen
Miss Mary Ann Jolivet, 20
year old Prairie View A. and M.
College senior, wa s officially
cr owned MISS PRA1RIE VIEW,
the student queen, by President
Dr. E. B. Evans during recent
ceremonies at the college.
A native of Houston, Miss Jolivet was elected to her position
by the entire student body during general student · elections
held last spring. She is a biology maj or and active in several
campus organizations.
. Miss Prairie View was escorted during the coronation ceremonies by William Batts m,
(Fairbanks), president of the
Student Council. Attendants to
the queen were George Faye DeRouen
(Port Arthur), and
Jamesetta Odom (Orange), both
runners-up in the Miss Prairie
View contest.
The theme for the occasion
was "Look to the Rainbow."
Decorations and other aspects of
the coronation depicted t he idea
of "looking to the rainbow for
achievement and recognition.
· Other participants included
the top student leaders on campus repr esenting various organizations. These included Lee
Henderson, Memorial Center
Board; James Miller, ROTC;
Tommy Osborne, Student Council; Clarence L. Turner, Panther Editor; Evon D. Mcconico,
Alpha Kappa Mu; Velma Raye
Hodge, department of education;
Perry A. Garner, Sociology;
Jewel H. William, library science; J ames A. Anderson, engineering; Allen Broussar d, Military science; Larry Cash, senior; Jessie M. Jacob, nursing;
l\fary L. Hornsby , home economics; J ohnny Jennings, English ;
George Francis, III, Junior
class; Darlene J. Green, foreign
languages; Ella P . Harris, history; Thomas Houston, economics.
And Alfred Roberts, agriculture; Lura Branch, business administration; Eloise Smith, music; Clinton Shannon, Jr., industrial education; Lofton Kennedy, sophomore class; John
Williams, natural science; Edward Garner, political science;
Darlene Tompkins, mathematics; Larry Gene Williams, Mary
McGlothin, Herman Norman,
Carl Williams, Melvin Sape11ter,
Loyce J. Hawkins, Patricia Mae
Donley, Lauretha Reagor, Sharon· Roberts, Sandra Stiner, Jacqueline Odom, Mary Craft, Jimmy Wallace, Maude Ferguson,
J. L. Yincent, Travis DeHorney,
Cecil Lynn, Betty J. Daniels,
Charles Etta Chapple, Shirley
Demus, Carolyn Owens, Eartha
D . James, Velma Stevens, Marion Coss, Patricia L. Hawkins,
Gwendolyn C. Colbert, Solomon
Hearn, Barbara Bisor, James
Banks, Samuel L. Brown, Addie
Bell Vital, Barbara Sue Sansom,
Iva Jo Morton, Shirley Teagle,

THE TEN CAR!\IANDMENTS
1- I shall not exceed safety
speed limits or violate speed
laws.
2-I shall not drive after
drinking.
3- I shall not pass on curves,
hills or where the view is obstructed.
4- I shall not drive if drowsy
or fatigued.
5- I shall dim my lights
when other cars approach at
night.
6-I shall observe and obey
highway signs - the signs of
life.
7- I shall slow down at
schools, playgrounds, hospitals
and other danger zones.
8--I shall be cautious at all
intersections.
9-I shall slow down at sundown and whenever road conditions are unsafe.
10- I shall be courteous and
respect the rights of every driver and pedestrian.

Billie Faye Trimble, Minnie F.
Mapps, Armelia Thomas, and
Willie Brown.
A parade of planets included
the following little girls from
the community: Vicki Gerald,
Mary Foston, Mona Fontenot,
Karla LeBeaux, Deboria Williams, Mary Ann Redd, and KyNever mind who's right.
mial Reed. Flower girls were I Walk so that you'll be left.
Cynthia Leger and Mary F.
Nickerson. Leslie Lewis was the members of the ROTC drill
scepter and orb bearer, and Reu- team.
ben Sherman was crown bearer.
The coronation committee inNarration was by James 0. eluded -a large number of stuSullivan. Patricia Joseph play- dents and faculty members
ed the role of celestial jester and headed by Dr. T. R. Solomon,
Sidney Palmer was soloist. The Miss Arlene Pierce, Mr. Sulliroyal guard was played by van and Mrs. Julia Owens.

A. I. E . E . Seminar - A representative of General Electric,
Mr. P. D. Woodruff, gave a lecture-demonstration of static
control in industry before the Prairie View chapter of ·A.
I. E. E. Pict\)red above are (1 to r): Samuel Brown, vice
president, Prairie View branch of AIEE, Mr. Warren Tinker, sponsor; and unidentified r~presentative of General
Electric, Mr. Woodruff, Dean C. L. Wilson, and Olan B.
Clayborne, chapter president.

The A/EE on the Move
Tuesday night, October 23, sponded to extraordinarily well.
1962 marks a milestone in t he The questions were centered
department of engineering. It around problems which might
was on this night that the Am- be expected of a junior engierican Institute of Electrical neer.
Engineers entertained Mr. PhilAs you follow this article,
lip D. Woodruff (third from there are somethings you should
left) one of the top applications know about this club.
engineers of the General ElecThe American Institute of Eltric Company as their speaker. ectrical Engineers is a student
Mr. Woodruff spoke before a branc-h of a national engineergroup of mixed engineers and I ing organization, therefore it
received great appraisal on his functio~s in th~ capacity of a
ability to explain and make a p_rofess101:a1._ It 1s t~e o~ly natopic such as "Static controll twn~l ~XIS t mg engme~~mg _orSwitches" interesting, even to gamzat10n on the Pra1ne View
Architectural Engineering ma- college c~mpus. . .
jors. During his discussion, Mr.
The pnmar)'.: obJect1v~s of the
Woodruff conducted practical AIEE. (Amenc~n Institute of
demonstrations for the group. Electncal Engmeers) are to
He also directed questions to \ keep the members abreast of the
the audience which were reSee AIEE Page IO

I

Salem refreshes your taste
.
ft
,,every puff
- \\ ~-~

7AAe a. faef...-z:t-s '5}r~I

A refreshing discovery is yours
every time you smoke a Salem cigarette ... for Salem refreshes your taste just as
Springtime r efreshes you. Most refreshing, most flavorful, too ... that's Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too
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Acceptable Speech

I

EDITORIALS

I
L

Striving lor Knowledge
In The New Frontier

-

by Sandra Faye Thompson

If you have been working
along with us you have now im.
proved two valuable skills: the
social skill and the phonetic
skill.
This weeks projects will assist you in acquiring vocal skill,
i.e., the ability to use your voice
in a functional spontaneous
by Beverly Nunez
l:~
manner to convey thought and
~
"Deeper, deeper let us toil
emotional impulses.
In tha mines of knowledge."
In order to improve your
voice it is necessary that you
These words of James Montgomery should sound far
practice the correct production
and wide over the Pantherland and should make even
of
the following vocal characmore meaningful the theme of our Homecoming to each
teristics: pitch, volume, quality,
student. They should in fact, summon all of us to
stress,
inflection,
emphasis,
~trive harder for the acquisition of K}lowledge in this
enunciation, and pronunciation.
new age.
The correct production of
The day of ignorance is swiftly passing. It is just
pitch depends upon the length,
a~ swiftly being buried with the days of witchcraft and
thickness, and tension of the VO•
~uperstition. The new age does not tolerate this enemy
cal cords. To achieve variety in
of wisdom in any form or expression. We must realize
pitch practice making vocal inth is, fellow Priarie View-ites. We simply can not sit
flections above and below your
idly by and watch the world advance; we must advance
pitch. norm.
with it, both as able leaders and intelligent followers.
The production of volume,
which depends on resonance and
The new frontier offers many challenges and with
each challenge an opportunity stands ready to be taken
breath control, may be improved
advantage of. We must strive constantly and steadby timely increasing and defastly for knowledge and excellence for it is only
creasing the tone of your Yoice.
through knowledge that the ends of our goals can be
Lower-slower-louder is a projecreached.
tion formula worth rememberUniversity
students
discover
expression
of
abstract
ideas.
ing.
Each of us must seek diligently for those qualities
new ways to design bath brush- They next try their creative apPleasing voice quality results
which are the hall marks of wisdom and intelligence and
es,
microscopes,
bicycles
and
proaches
on
more
functional
from
the proper combination of
must continuously improve those qualities we already
world fairs from an industrial problems and later move on to pitch and resonance. When the
possess.
designer on television's "MEET the design of practical items for voice is free from conscious con•
In a French fable there is a proverb which reads THE PROFESSOR" this week. common usage.
trol and abnormal strains caus"Laissez dire les sots, le savoir a son prix" - "Let the
Their teacher is Professor RobWhile devoting most of his ed by bad breathing, posture,
fools talk, knowledge has its value." Many of us should
ert E. Redmann, head of the de- time to teaching, Professor Red- and vocalizing its best individ,•
adopt this as our daily motto. Too often we are drawn
partment of industrial design at. mann continues to keep a hand ual quality can be produced~
away from our primary purpose for coming here and
the University of Bridgeport in in industrial design at the pro- Praotice speaking freely and
forget too soon that the acquisition of knowledge does
Connecticut.
fessional level as a consultant.
easily.
h~ve its values. There are far too many of us here who
"MEET THE PROFESSOR"
Before joining the University
The acceptable application o~
are satisfied with our state of ignorance. We sl1ould
will appear on most ABC-TV of Bridgeport faculty in 1954, stress depends upon usage an~
depart from anything which can cause intellectual
stations at 1 :30 p.m. (EST) on Mr. Redmann was head of the meaning. First examine your
de~truction.
Sunday, November 18th. ABC department of industrial design expressions for their true mean•
radio stations will carry an ad- at the Rhode Island School of ing. Then observe carefully the
Will you be only half qualified to meet the chalaption of the program at 3 :00 Design. He has been associated rules of good usage. Remember
lenges of the New Frontier? President Kennedy has
said, "\Ve must not ask our country what it can do for
p.m. (EST) the same day.
with several leading commercial to say what you mean.
us, bnt what can we do for our country." Have you
On the program, Professor concerns as a designer and is a
Inflection is achieved by a riS•
asked yourself this question, and more important have
Redmann will be seen as he graduate of Pratt Institute in ing, falling, or circumflex
you an answer?
guides his students toward ere- Brooklyn, N. Y.
change in pitch. The use of each
ative solutions to both usual and
Professor Redmann is one of tone conveys a different meanThe new frontier awaits us fellow students, but the
unusual problems of everyda:y 26 college and university teach- ing. When you are asking a
key word in that frontier is knowledge. Do you have
living. Redmann feels his stu- ers to be featured on "Meet THE question or indicating an incom•
it?
dents must " ... develop an un- PROFESSOR" this season. The pleted thought use the rising
derstanding and appreciation of television and radio programs tone. The falling tone is used to
human values. This is done by are produced by the Public Af- end statements. Circumflex in•
certain emphasis on the human- fairs Department of ABC News flection a combination of rising
ities, on literature, history, in cooperation· with the Asso- and faliing tone, Ja,used to indi•
' The Panther is proud to wel- record of service of its gradu- philosophy and so on."
ciation for Higher Education, cate deep thougl'lt, doubt, sur•
His students start with the NEA.
prise, or teasing.
come all the old grads and ates. This has become our tradition and it sets an e x c e l l e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Emphasis should be used tc,
iriends back home on this specexample for those of us who are
draw
attention . to the thought
ial day.
coming along in your footsteps.
expressed. To enforce your
It is alway.? an inspiration to
This special edition is dediThe Coronation of "Miss are given to Mr. Henry P. Kemp points practice using force, fac•
'tbose of us in college to see you cated to the Alumni. We hope
ial expressions, and gestures.
:return and to learn of the many that this will add in a small way Prairie View" was a smashing of the Industrial Education DePractice making all sounds
partment
for
his
services.
Also
success,
thanks
to
the
faithful
iine services you are rendering to your enjoyment and enterprecisely
and clearly. If you
across the country and helping tainment during this Homecom- untiring members of the Arts to Miss I. M. Shanks, Miss Ar- are still in doubt about the cor•
and
Decoration
Committee.
The
lene
Pierce,
Mr.
Martin
Epps
to make democracy work in this ing celebration of 1962.
rect pronunciation of a sound
Committee worked unto the wee and Mr. James 0. Sullivan.
land of ours.
Happy Homecoming to each
hours of the night on Friday
Earl Burns, a student in In- refer to a good dictionary, and
Prairie View is proud of the of you.
and late Saturday evening to dustrial Arts, worked untimely listen critically to the pronun•
change the appearance of the in making every scene be what ciation given by skilled speak•
College Auditorium for the it should and ought to be. Laur- ers.
If you will work with us after
gala affair.
etha Reagor, Donnie Davis,
Published Semi-Monthly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie View
several
weeks of daily practice
To the theme "Look to the Clarance Turner and Willie
A. and M. College. The PANTHER serves as the voice of the
Rainbow" the Committee took Brown did their share also. Oth- an improved sense of vocal val•
Students of Pantherland.
Miss Prairie View and her Roy- er members of the Committee ues in speech will have been de•
al Court on a trip into outer who worked untiringly are Mary veloped.
A MEMBER OF THE INTERCOLLEGIATE PRESS
space landing on Planet Pan- McGolthen, Velvis Taylor, HowConsideration for others may
ther. From Planet Panther the ard Bonner, Lillian Hodge, WilNational Advertising Representative:
spectators could see the beauti- bur LaMar Price, Barbara Wal- delay traffic a little, but it does
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE
ful moon and colorful rainbow ker, Patricia Mathus, Georgia permit a few more people each
18 EAST 50th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
as the stars twinkled and the Seldon, Deloris Chapman, Ruth day to live out their natural
rockets and comets zoomed Moore, Sandra Ross, Agnes lives.
around
in mid-air.
Armstrong, Wilma Clark, Sudie
Staff for This Issue
Special
thanks and due honor Haggerty and Helen P. Smith.
All entries must be postmark•
EorTOR-11'-CHIEF .................................................. Clarence Lee Turner
ed no later than May 1, 1963.
NEws EmToR ................................................................ Sandra Thompson
FEATURE EDITOR ........................................................ Beverly K. Nunez
have been published in the The editors of TOGETHER will
F.1SHIO:-l EDITOR ................................................................ Joyce Rollins
PANTHER during the 1962-63 act as judges, and the winning
entry will be published in the
SPORTS EDITORS ...................................... Larry Williams, Elijah Jackson
school year.
ART EDITOR ................................................................................ Earl Bums
The competition is open to all magazine.
The award, begun last year,
LAYOUT EDITOR ................................................................... Roy Benford
Four cash awards $100, undergraduate students and/or honors the man who, with a loan
REPORTERS .......................................... Elmira Toines, Evelyn Strange,
students
of
journalism
in
ac$50, and two of $20 - will be
of his own life's savings of $600.
TYPISTS .................... Ray Alice Thomas, Marjay Delma Handerson,
awarded for the best student- credited Ameri~an junior col- back in 1789 founded the book
Donnie Ruth Henson
leges,
colleges,
or
universities,
written editorials or editorial
Bus1:--Ess MA 'AGER ................................................................ Nolan Ward
concern that became The Meth•
features entered in the second regardless of religious affilia- odist Publishing House, AmerPHOTOGRAPHERS .................................... Clifford v,r ard, Roger Jackson
John Dickins Award competi- tion. A student editor may sub- ica's oldest publishing firm.
SECRETARY ............................................................................ Helen Lomax
tion being sponsored by TO- mit his own material, but all
Aov1soR .................................................................................. C. A. Wood
Last year's subject was "Why
GETHER, Methodism's family other students must submit I Go to Church." Winners were
Subject to change each isme
their entries through their
magazine.
school newspaper editor. In Jo Chapman, University of Cal•
To
be
eligible,
editorials
or
ifornia at Los Angeles; Richarll
Any news items, advertising, or matters of interest to IBE PANeditorial features must concern either case the entry must be Henze, Evansville College; and
11-IER may be presented to the Department of Student Publications,
religion as it pertains to life on v~rified by a designated college Kirtikumar
Room B-6, Administration. Telephone 7-3311, Ext. 301.
Christian, Joha
the campus today and must faculty-or sta <.f member.
I
Sealy News Print
Wesley Coli~.-· • • - - • .. •'

Industrial -Design Teacher
·On "Meet the Professor"

Welcome Alumni and Friends

The Cause Bef.ind the Success
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Awards for Student
Religious Editorials
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PY Grad is Owner of
Community Cleaners
Charles W ashington, a 1955
graduate of Prairie View has recently returne:d from the armed
forces services ·n Germany to
take over management of Community Cleaners, an establishment he started in 1959.
Mr. Washington hopes to get
full support of the community
in getting his business operating
in full force.

Veteran Queen - Joyce Cyrus, senior co-ed from Windom,
Texas, is shown being crowned MISS VETERAN by Dr.
C. A. Wood, Club sponsor. Robert Franklin, (left) Veteran club president, presented l\Uss Cyrus after announcing her election by members of the club. The attractive
queen is a dietetics major.

Correct English
by Clarance Lee Turner
· If you were at a banquet and
the speaker, before beginning
his speech, would say, "my, but
that was a frugal meal", would
you know whether or not he said
the meal was meager, tasty or
edible? If you know then you
have been working to increase
your word power; but, if you
do not kno~ your word power
needs to be increased.
This vocabulary test is designed to aid you in increasing
your word power. Choose from
each group of words in parentheses the one that comes nearest to the word underlined in
the original phrase:
1 . .Allay one's fears (justify,
arouse, calm, increase).
2. Feel animosity (enmity,
liveliness, fear, love).
3. Ambiguous remark (false,
vague, weird, clear).
4. A feeling of antipathy (aversion, sympathy, love, cordiality).
5. To secure approbation (disfavor, favor, assistance, assurance).
6. A clamor ensued (argument, shouting, objection, fighting).
7. A
complacent
manner
(sarcastic, wistful, self-satisfied),

CITY DRUG ITORI
Phone 242

8. A dearth of helpers (abundance, scarcity, mortality).
9. Elucidate a mystery (write
about, condense, explain, confirm).
10. To expunge an
item
(erase, add, rewrite, explain).
11. A genial manner ( cheerless, kindly, smart, cool).
12. A quiet hamlet ( small
ham, couch, island, village).
13. An ingenious device (unusual, useful, clever, impractica- GEYSERS FROM GEYSIR
ble). ·
The original Geysir, for which
14. The fruit was insipid all sprouting springs in the
( cold, tasteless, sweet, sour).
world have been named, is lo15. An incentive work (mo- cated in Iceland, about a twohour drive from the airport in
tive, desire, ability, idea).
this capital city.
Answers on page 11.
- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . •
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Ex-PVites in Service

U. S. FORCES, GERMANY
( AHTNC) Army Sergeant
Major Emanuel M. Lofton ,
whose wife, Violet, lives at 1617
S. 19th st., Philadelphia, recently was assigned to the 35th
Quartermaster
Battalion
in
Germany.
Lofton, sergeant major of the
battalion's Headquarters Detachment, entered the Army in
February 1941 and was last stationed at Fort Hood, Texas.
The 44-year-old soldier was
graduated from Jack Yates
High School in 1935 and from
Prairie View (Tex.) University
in 1941.

Hempstead

HANAU, GERMANY (AHTNC) - Army 1st Lt. Russell
Pierre Jr., 25, whose wife, Eddie, lives in Navasota, Texas,
recently participated in FALL-EX, a large-scale NATO exercise in Germany.
F ALLEX is an annual exerSuper
cise designed to test the overall combat readiness and ef. WALLER
fectiveness of NATO forces in
Europe.
Meats - Grocerlel
Lieutenant Pierre is assigned
Appliancet
as a platoon leader in the 7th
Chemical Company in Hanau,
·' - - - - - - - - - - - - - •Germany. He entered the Army

._;_;_;_;_;_;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;_;;;;_;;_;;_;;_;._________-i_.
:
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NEW GOLD RUSH
FOR ALASKA?
A latter-day · gold rush may
be ahead for Nome, famed Alaska mining camp of '98.
Prospectors have filed claims
for 32,318 acres in the shallows
of Norton Sound. Nome is on
the north edge of the sound,
and from $80,000,000 to $100,000,000 was taken from the
beach near the town in the old
rush.
Gov. William A. Egan of
Juneau, Alaska, has cautioned
against over-optimism but he
also has said the offshore area
"may be every bit as rich as the
beach and inland area which
made Nome famous at the turn
of the century."
The new claims resulted from
a recent state mining regulation
which
protects
prospectors'
rights in an exploratory area if
he finds workable deposits. Officials said no other state has
this protection for exploratory
work.

in May 1959.
The lieutenant, whose parents
live at 548 E. Nineteenth st.,
Port Arthur, is a 1955 graduate
of Lincoln High School there
and a 1959 graduate of Prairie
View Agricultural and Mechanical College.
FORT HOOD, TEXAS (AHTNC) Army Specialist Four
Eddie L. Jenkins, 24, of Lufkin ,
Texas, recently participated in
Exercise THREE PAIRS, a United States Strike Command
joint Army-Air Force maneuver
at Fort Hood, Texas.
The exercise, which pitted
members of the 1st and 2d Armored Divisions against each
other, was designed to train
Army and Air Force units in
combined operations stressing
team play, speed and flexibility
and the development of maximum fire power.
A training specialist in Company D of the 2d Armored Division's 124th Ordnance Batalion
ta the fort, Jertkins entered the
Army in February 1961 and
completed basic training at Fort
Hood.
Specialist Jenkins, son of Mr.
and Mrs. F. J. Jenkins, 1007
Treadwell st., Lufkin, is a 1956
graduate of Dunbar High School
in Lufkin and received a bachelor's degree in 1960 from
Prairie View Agricultural and
Mechanical College.

1

self-service coin laundry

WASH

20c
LOAD

.

2-4 HOUR SERVICI

Voice of Pantherland - "Chief" F. G. Fry (right), radio
engineer, signals starting time of popular radio series
aired on KYOK-Houston every Saturday at noon. An,
nouncer Nolan Ward and news reporter Oliver Brown are
waiting for their guess. The program also features the
A Capella Concert Choir and various student groups each
week.

On~~~

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Man11
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

COMMITTEES:
AN AGONIZING RE-APPRAISAL
To those of you who stay out of your . tudent goYcrumcnt
because you believe the committee system is just an excuse
for inaction, let m~ cite an example to prove that a connuittee,
properly led and directed, can be a great force for good.
Ll t week the Student Council met at the Duluth Colleg,
of Veterinary Medicine and Belles Lettre;; to di. cu. s purchasing
a new doormat for the students union. It was, I a~sure you, a
desperate problem because Sherwin IC Rigafoo , janitor of the
students union, threatened flatly to quit unle;:s a new doormat
~as installed immediately. " I'm .·ick and tired of mop)ling that
dirty old floor," said :\Ir. :-:\igafoos, . obbing corn-ubh·cly. (:\Ir.
Sigafoos, once a jolly outgoing sort, has been crying ulrno~t
steadily since the recent death of hi · pet wart hog who had
been hiR constant compa nion for 22 years. Actually, :\Ir. Ri~tfoos.
is much better off without the wart hog, who tu,-ked him
-:,,iciously at leaRt once a day, but a companionr'hip of 22 years
is , I suppose, not. lightly rclinqui,-hed . The college tried to giYe
Mr. Sigafoos a new wart hog- a frisky little fellow with floppy
ear. and a wago-ly t;iil - but ~Ir. Sigafoos only turned hi:; I.Jack
and cried the harder.)
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ie aa&{tH!ltd kt~ batft J/11/cried fflt

DRY

•

Bank and Post Offke &Ioele
,

25c
-

HEMPSTEAD

"Remember when women
combed their hair into place?."

'tdtr

But I dif!Tesrs. The , tudcnt Cc,uncil met, diRcu. sed the door~
mat for eight or ten hours, and then referred it to a committee.
There were some who scoffed then and said nothing would
ever be heard of the doormat again, but they reckoned without
Invictu Millst-0ne.
Invictui- l\Iiij tone, chairman of the doormat con11nittce
was n man of action - lithe and lean and keen and, naturally,~
mnoker of ::\farlboro Cigarettes. WJ1y do I NIY " naturally"!
:Because, dear friends, actiYc men and women don't haYc time
to brood and bumble about their cigarettes. They need to be
certain. They must have perfect confidence that each time they
light up they "'ill get tho, same gratifying flavor, the same
Selectrate filter, the ~ame :-oft soft-pack, the rsame flip top
flip-top box. In brief, dear friends, they need to be i-ure it's
1\-farfboro-for if eYer a smoke was true and tru ty, it's l\Iarlboro. ,
Get ome soon. Get matches too, becau e true and tru.-ty
though l\larlboros are, your plea ure ll'ill be somewhat limited
unles.-, you light them.
Well sir, Invictus :riiillstone chaired his doo;mat committee
11'ith such vigor and di ·patch that " 'hen the tudent Council
met only one week later, he w:i.s able to rise and deli,·er the
followin11: recommendation. :
I. That the college build new schools of botany, hytiraulic
engineering, tropical medicine, Indo-Gerruanic languages and
millinery.
'
2. That the college drop football, put a roof on the stadium.
and turn it int-0 a low-cost housing project for married tudent •
3. That the college rai~e faculty salaries by $5000 per year
across the board.
4. That the college secede from the United States .
5. That the quest.ion of a doormat for the student union
be referred t-0 a . ubcommittee.
So let us hear no more defeatist talk about the committee
sy ·tem. It can be made to work!
@ 1002 M.. Shutm . .

I LOADS

W! NEVER CLOSI

.

•

•

You don't need a committee to tell you hou, 1ood Marlboroa
are. You just need yourself, a ltlarlboro, and a set of taste
buds. Buy aome Marlbortn aoon at ,our far,orite tolMcc.

eou11ter•

•
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Barons of
Innovation

Dallas PV Club
News

Club and Organization
News Round-Up

The members of the Dallas P.
V. Club have chosen the follow, ing students as officers for the
year 62-63:
President, John Gooden; Vice
by Elmira T oir1cs
President, Wayland Walker;
The School of Nursing feels I Miss Velvia M. Taylor, a sen- Secretary, Jeselyn Jerrery; Asst.
d t haYe had five students ior, represented the Press Club. SPcretary, Patricia Hawkins;
prou O
•
•
• •
he is the daughter of Mr. and Treasurer, Rose Mary Saunder ;
participate 10 Miss Prame Mrs. Edgar Taylor of Plum, Business Manager, Henry San- !
View's coronation. Included in Texas. This year she is presi- dles; Chaplin, Doris Nell Phil- I
this group were four seniors and dent of the Santa Filomena So- lips; Parliamentarian, Clarence
one sophomore student.
cial Club, vice president of the Jones; Sergeant-at-arms, SeyAs a representative for the PV Student Nurse's Association. mour Woodard; and Reporter,
Lura Branch
Student Nurse•~ Association, Upon graduation, she plans to Rose Saunders.
l\liss Jessie Jacobs, a senior, was work in the school system and
Our first campus event was
chosen. She is the daughter of later get a Master's degree in a social held last month.
Mrs. Sylvia B. Jacobs of Orange, Maternal and child health.
The club would like to thank
Texas. Miss Jacobs was a candiRepresenting the Santa Filo- our sponsors, Mrs. Williams and
date for Student Nurse of the mena Social club was Miss Pat- Mr. Fortson for working with
year of 1962-63 from Prairie ricia Donly. Miss Donly is the us and helping to make this
View for the Houston-Prairie daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nor- event possible. Also Miss Eulene
The sweetheart of the Beta
View region of the Texas Stu- ris Danly of Lufkin. Upon grad- Perry who helped with the inIota Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau,
dent Nurse's Association and uation, she plans to work in the vitations.
holds the office of treasurer of operating room and later on
The club queen for this year Inc., for this year is Miss Lura
the PV Student Nurses Asso- specialize in anesthesia.
is Miss Patricia Louise Hawk- Branch, a junior, majoring in
ciation for 1962-63. Upon gradLast but not least, Miss ins. She is the daughter of Mr. Business Administration from
uation Miss Jacobs plans to Charles Etta Chapple, repre- and Mrs. Raymond Hawkins, Sr. Houston, Texas.
work as a staff nurse on a Ped- senting the YWCA. She is the Miss Hawkins is a sophomore
Miss Branch isthe daughter
iatric Unit and later get a Mas- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Guy majoring in Home Economics of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Branch,
ter's degree in maternal and Chapple of Giddings. In Febru- Education. She is an active and is a graduate of Kashmere
child health.
ary, Miss Chapple will journey member of the New HOME- Gardens High School. In addMiss Mary J. McGlothin, a to Jefferson Davis Hospital in MAKERS of America Club. Her ition to being an honor student,
senior, represented the senior Houston to begin her cli~ical hobbies are singing and dancing. she also finds time to work with
class in the coronation. She is experience. Miss Chapple 1s a
The club colors are beige and the Methodist Student Movethe daughter of Mr. and Mrs. newly selected member of the brown. The colors will be worn ment, the Phi Beta Lamda (Bu:,:
iness fraternity), and Pledgee
Henry McGlothin of Marshall. Santa Filomena Social Club.
at each meeting.
Presently, she is president of
The Prairie View Student
We are very happy to have for Club 26.
the PV Student Nurse's Associa- Nurse's Association will be host our former president John BerThe members of Epsilon Pi
tion, Sweetheart of the Houston- to the Houston-Prairie View ry still active in the club.
Tau salute Miss Branch and are
PV Region of TNSA, and a Region of the Texas Student
Our next event will be on Dec- extremely happy to have her
member of the Santa Filomena Nurse's Association on Tuesday ember 7th. We hope to include serve as their 1962-63 SweetSocial Club. Upon graduation night, November 13, 1962. The as many of our fellow students heart.
she plans to seek work in Indus- meeting will be held in the Mem- as possible.
trial Nursing and later do ad- orial Center Ballroom at 7 :30
vanced study in Surgical Nurs- p.m. Refreshments will be serving.
ed.

Nurses' Notes

Miss Lura Branch
Selected Sweetheart
Of Epsilon Pi Tau

IJ Neighbors

Medical Sorting of Casualties
And Its Necessity in a Disaster
Medical sorting is the procedure used in disasters as a
means of classifying the wounded according to the type and
urgency of condition. The objective of medical sorting is to permit an orderly, timely, and efficient utilization of available
medical facilities.
Since sorting is the key to effective management of large
numbers of casualties, the best
qualified physician, preferably
a surgeon, should be assigned to
this function. However, this
procedure will necessarily begin
with the fir~t person who sees
the wounded. This individual
will have to decide whether the
casualty should be given a priority for transportation to the

Newman Club
News

The Newman club will present
a book review for the geaeral
public on Tuesday, November
20, 1962, at the Student union.
The book, Franny and Zooey, by
J. D. Salinger will be reviewed
by Brother Simon Scribner. Brother Scribner is a faculty member of the Order of the Holy
Cross Brothers, who conduct
Saint Edward's University in
Austin.
The book review is free of
charge, and will be given at

emergency medical facility or if
the casualty could be treated on
the spot.
Medical sorting is divided into four groups according to
treatment. These groups include .
minimal, Immediate delayed and
the expectant treatment.
..._ Q-- 7
The first group would include
"Y
h
d I'll . ,.
those casualties requiring minou waR ,--(ln
wipe.
imal treatment. This group will
probably include about 40 % of small bones, and second deg~ee
the total injuries. These casual- burns of less than 10% body mties will not have priority as volvement.
such, but will probably receive
The second group of casualtreatment early because they ties will be those needing imwill be able to get themselves mediate treatment. Such casualto an emergency medical facil- ties should have the highest
ity. Casualties that require only priority for treatment because a
minimal care include small lac- relatively short surgical proerations, simpie fractures of cedure might save their lives.
-_;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;===:;;;;:;~ Casual ties that require immediate treatment include hemorrhage at an easily accessible site,
incomplete, TRAUMATIC AMPUTATIONS, and RESPIRAPhone 365
Hempstead
TORY DEFECTS.
The third priority group inHOUSTON
PHONE CA 8-6285
clude those whose treatment can
be delayed. The delay may cause
infection but not death. Closed
fractures of long bones, moderate lacerations without extreme
bleeding and second and third
degree burns.
Hempstead
Telephone 345
The fourth and final group :
will be those whose therapy is ~
expectant. This term is used to ,
describe those patients so critil cally injured that only compli~ cated and prolonged care offer~
little, if any, hope for survival.
This group will have the lowest
"Greater Values
priority for surp;i-ry because the
operating procedure> on one of
Through Greater
these casualties could jeopardize
the lives of several casualties in
Buying Power"
one of the oth<>r priority groups.
The sorting of casualties into
Hempstead's Most
priority groups sounds ruthless
and inhuman. However, in a disTalked About
aster with millions of sick and
Food Store
injured, treatment will have to
be given to the casualties with a
potential for recovery.

SORSBY MOTOR COMPANY
@B!lf

FAULKNER'S PHARMACY

I

by Thomas W. John ~ n Ill

The Barons downed the Lions
20-0 Wednesday at 5 :30 p.m.
W. Batts gained the first 10
yards for a first down. On the
next play, J. Miller made a 25
yard gain on the Lions. W.
Batts threw a pas
to II.
Hornsby which was incomplete.
W. Batts threw a pass to H.
Hornsby who completed it for 30
yards. Batts threw a pass to H.
Nortnan for a 30 yard gain on
the Lions, after which Batts
completed the 3 yard for a T.D.
The outstanding players were
W. Batts, F. Batts, H. Hornsby,
James Miller, M. Da\"is, D. Belton, H. Norman, and Thomas W.
Johnson, III, who was moving
men that were average 200
pounds. J. White was also an excellent player. The Barons have
ons of the outstanding defense
teams going.
The Barons pledge Club is
looking like real potent ial Barons. The Barons and pledge
club went out Saturday evening
and played against each other.
Although the pledge club lost to
their big brothers, they put up
a very good fight.
The Barons met around the
fountain Friday evening with
their sweetheart, Shar on Roberson. - The Barons sang their
club song, and after they styled
with their sweetheart. Miss Roberson is doing a wonderful job
showing her brothers that she
really appreciates the opportunity of being a Baron sweetheart.
The Barons have s tarted to
work on their float. They are
planning to win first place at
homecoming.
The British sang "Yankee
Doodle" to poke fun at Ameri- ·
can colonists. But the Americans adopted the song and made
it popular throughout the colonies, reports World Book Encyclopedia ... and played it as the
British left after the '· urrender
at Yorktown.
6 :00 p.m. in Room 114, thedownstair s ballroom of the student union.
ALL ARE WELCOME

Lipscomb Lumber Company
Phone 347
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
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WASH
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Enjoy the

WIN FREE'S

FINEST
ICE CREAM

MADE!
BLUE BELL CREAMERIES
BRENHAM -

HOUSTON

The Beta Iota Chapter of Epsilon Pi Tau
Announces its Activities for the Current School Year

Les Belle Lettres

Progressive Veterans Club

by Joyce Rollins

At 7:00 p.m. on Friday, Nov- mention to the Veteran·s Day
ember 2, 1962 the Veterans service which was he1d in th3
Club, in conjunction with their j auditorium-gymnasium Sunday,
sister club (LBS), hf'ld their an- November 11. This pro6 ram is
nual mixer. The event was high- sponsored annually on Veteran's
lighted by the coronation of the Day by the ROTC's Farr is-Ware
Veterans Club Queen by the Company and the P rogres«iv~
Club's honorary sponsor, Dr. C. Veterans Club. The gue- t speakA. Wood. A short program was er for this years p rogram Wc.9
also presented by the new mem- Lt. Col. J ohn H. B rown. Post
hers of the LBS Club who were Chaplain at Fort Hori !, Te. as.
just ending their week of Club I sincerely h op e that all who atprobation. This year's mixer tended the si:rvicE. r<>cei:ved
turned out to be quite success-I some form of enlightm cnt from
ful in every sense of the word. I his "straight from t he shoulam sure all who attended wm 11der,_" messai?;e and \Vill endeavor
agree with me.
to Judge himself accordi gly.
The Veterans Club Queen for
Before closing I W ' u d agaitt
this year is the charming Miss like to extend an in:itation to
Joyce Cyrus, a Senior majoring any Veteran or Ex-Ser,;iceman
in dietetics. Miss Cyrus is a res- living on or off the Campus to
ident of Honey Grove, Texas. join our Club as soon as possi~
She was elected from among ble. There is not a dead.ine foe
three other candidates who, I joining but there is cer;.ainly no
might add, were also very time like the present.
charming. They are Miss Ruby
J 1V F
~
Boyd, Miss Gloria Z. Hobbs and
oe
· ear
Miss Bobhi.e J. Marshall. GraReporter
cious ladies, personally I wish
we could have elected each of
you but unfortunately this could
not be. I am sure all of my Club
brothers feel this very same
way. And as for Miss Cyrus:
Ray Alice Thomas
Dear Queen what ever your
wish is, just command it.
I would also like to take this
opportunity on behalf of the
Do more than exi t: Li ..e
veterans Club, to in a sense,
Do more than touch: Fe:E>l
publically congratulate the new
Do more than look: Ob erv2
members of the LBS Club who
Do more than read: Absorb
successfully completed
their
Do more than hear: ' Li.~ten
week of probation. I am hoping
that you will take advantage of
Every addition to true knOi,7all that your Club has to offer ledge is an addition to hum'.:l.11
but always keep in mind that power.
what you get out of your Club
Do more than think: Pondec•
depends entirely upon the amDo more than plan: Ac
ount of effort you put toward
Do more than talk: Say Som~
its advancement. This also can thing
be a point for any member of
What you say cannot always
any club to ponder.
oblige but you can always spe I must by all means, give I obligingly.

Les Belle Lettres Cultural
·· The Beta Iota Chapter of Ep-' chapters in Texas including the Club of Prairie View A&M Colsilon Pi Tau, Inc., International chapter here at Prairie View. , l<>ge has started its gala events
Honorary Professional Frater- \Ve the members and the entire for the school year.
nity in Industrial Arts and In- Indu trial Education DepartPreviously a tea was given by
dustrial Vocational Education ment are very proud of our Les Belle Lettres Cultural Club
held its regular meeting of the chapter because we are the first along with the brother club L.
current ~chool year on October and only ~e~ro c~Uege to g_ain B. A. The tea was given honor8, 19?2 m roo~ 107 ~f ~he In- membership m this Fratermty. ing LBL Mary Ann Jolivet, Miss
du_strial ~ducat1on building. In
The objectives of the Frater- Prairie View 1962-63. The tea
thi~ i:n~etmg a pr?gram of many nity are as follows: To promote was held in the ballroom of the
activities for this school year social efficiency; to develop Memorial Center.
was approved by the member- skills· and to foster research. I Sunday November 11 1962
ship. Sfom e of Lth eseh activities
Me~bership to this fraternity LBL alon'g ~ith the LB.A's preare
as So11ows:
unc eon
meet. open t o all gra d uate stu dents sen t e d J o'h n o wmg
· m
· a piano
·
.
.
.
A 1s
mgs
·
emmar
meetings·
·
1
Th.
·
J
Ch . 't
t
p b' .
and undergraduate students on j rec1ta .
is recita was one of
rkis mfas . P~t: Yt;
Fro adtJon the junior or senior level enroll- the many cultural events Les
wee
ounT ers
. th e D"ivis10n
. •
• 1 B e11 e L e tt res w1·11 presen t d urD
dorI •t·1mt·ia es, F" ld
.
ed m
of I nd us t na
ady an nii dia 10tn_, a Eied
rt~p; Education who can meet the ing the school year. A large
an
an
n us ria1
uca ion qua 1i.f.ica t·ions f or mem bersh"1p. crow d was on h an d t o witness
·
C on f erence. brea kfas t .
H ugh.1e c . s mit
·h
th·1s grea t even t .
The officers. of the Beta Iota
Reporter
LBL are making plans to
Chapter ~or this year are as fo~_________
make the Homecoming Activi: lows: Clinton Shannon, Pr~sities the most colorful in years.
dent; Bernard Johnson, ViceLBL Annette Garett is chairPresident; Franklin Slaugh~er,
man of the Homecoming DecorSecretary; Larry Cash, Assistatirm Committee.
ant Secretary; Clarence Mack,
by Joyce Rollins
LBL Clara Barnes won 1st
Treasurer;
and Hughie C.
place in the Houston Chapter of
Smith: Reporter. The sponsors
Shoe~, hats, gloves, dresses, the NAACP. She was named
for this year are J?r. A. I. Thom- ~nd suits all make up our fash- Freedom Queen for that area.
as, Dr. S. R. Colhns, and Dr. T. 10nable styles for today. Most 1 Miss Barnes also won 2 nd place
W. Miller.
of ~e students on campus have in the National contest held in
The Beta Iota Chapter here at then: hearts set. on the Home- San Antonio at the Villa AsPrairie View is one of seventy- commg ~ala affair. st Y1es of all semble Hall. Our congratulaone chapters of Epsilon Pi Tau, types will be worn. The young tions to LBL Barnes
Inc. These chapters cover thirty- ladies will deck out in the strim
·
one states and Nations in the line suits by Dior, box pleated
western hemisphere. At the skirts and bulk sweater sets.
present time, there are four
The young men will still be
wearing the continental suits,

c-J /
JaJhionJ

Freshman Class
News
Here are the results of the
Freshman class elections which
were brought to the attention of
the Panther by the newly elected class reporter, Arthur J. Evans.
The Freshman class has elect" ed nine new officers to serve
this year in the form of the following:
President, Otha Poole; Vice
President, Joseph Page; Secretary, Barbara Walker; Ass't
Secretary, Alice Warren; Treasurer, LeRoy Miller; Parliamentarian, Helen Kirby; Reporter,
Arthur Evans; Chaplin, Babette Washington; Business Man:
ager. Alfred Johnson ; Class representative, Oliver Brown.
The freshman queen this year
was selected after a very close
margin in votes which proved
to be an interesting contest from
beginning to end between Joyce
· Kellough and Vivian Hartwell.
Vivian Hartwell was the choice
of the freshman class by a close
margin of 107 votes to 101 votes
for Joyce Kellough. The other
candidates were: Bernadette
Mosby, Ruthie Gatlin, Lena
Coleman, Helen Kirby, and Patricia Dickson.
Sincere gratitude goes to Mr.
J. W. Echols for the fine job ·he·
has done in helping the freshman class express their choices
- and organize their elections.
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:i!s::g_an styles and hats by
Starting next issue of the
Panther a model will be selected as "Panther Model of the
Week". Any male or female who
desires to be the model of the
week contact Joyce Rollins,
Suarez Hall 233.
Until next issue, save me a
date.

Set thee up waymarks,
make thee guide-posts.
-(Jer. :n :21)
We fix our sights on God's

good through affirmative
prayer. By using (hese affirmative prayers as goals for our
life. we move in the direction
of good.

Comfort, silence and
luxury to challenge any
car from anywhere

I

I

Thought for
The Month

There's a lot underneath the beauty of the '63
Chevrolet. Its roomy, comfortable Body by
Fisher screens out noise and shock. There's
ins~nt response in a choice of 6- or 8-cylinder
engmes, a host of refinements to make it run
and look like new longer, and plenty more
that make it hard to believe it's a low-priced
car. But your Chevrolet dealer can prove it!

A certain species of ant culti. vates grass around its hill, harvests the seeds and stores them.
away for food.

My Neighbors
-,~
'C.

= • -j'•
)

1969 CheProlet Impala Sport Sedan shares its ca.refree Jet-smoothness witl, the new Bel Airs a~ B · .

~

"Turkey again?"

~;

.,

As/r. about "Go ·th th G
,,
.
iscaynes.
different kind:~{ c e ;eats, C~spec,al record album of top artists and hits and see four entirely
ars a your
evrolet dealer's-'63 Chevrolet, Chevy II, Corvair and Corvette
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So You May Know
by Frederick Batts
This is not an ominous report,
. but an attempt to try to placate
some of the antipathies which
we, the Administration and the
Student Council expect. This is
for the benefit of the intelligent
and the naive students because
it is imperative that the students be well informed of what
is going on here at Prairie View.
I think the first thing on the
agenda should be what we intend to do. In order for this
article to be effect ive, it will
have to be read with an open
and understanding mind. All
stud~mts here probably know
the ~ondition of the gymnasium.
The floor as you have probably
noticed is sunk in spots and
certain locations have been poorly mended. Because of the need
of a safe gymnasium to suffice
until the new field house is
completed, this one will have to
be mended by the installation of
a new floor. Because of this,
there will not be movies for several weeks. Alternatives necessary to alleviate the problem of
:recreation during weekends are
in the process of being made.
Another pressing problem is
the issue on dormitory telephones. The breaking and tearing down of the telephones is unstudentlike. This is not helping
us any and students doing this
should reform. Students who
know the persons doing these
- .::.ings should stop them or report them to someone who can.
Because of these individuals, we

have been unable to get milk
machines in dorms, additional
telephones, and the other things
conducive for good dormitory
life. I think everyone here understands what I'm saying and
will cooperate in every way.
Many students do not know
the functions of the Memorial
Center. This will probably be
discussed in the next editorial.
However, the center coordinates
dances, talent shows, intramural
activity, debates, Foreign Relalations, etc. Speaking of dances,
it may eliminate some worries if
we inform you that there will be
a breakfast dance. Another reason, the union · was mentioned at
this time is the fact that there
are some 25 committees operating in the union now for our
benefit. These committees are
good sources for the utilization
of excess energy in a profitable
manner which will benefit you
and your peers. Students desiring to be a part of these committees, contact Mr. Sullivan or
Miss Pierce. You will recognize
this as an opportunity to eventually assume a position of leadership through constant and
diligent work.
I believe that each student
that reads this article will cooperate in every way. I think
that he or she will realize that
by suffering, this inconvenience,
he will be improving himself
and therefore will deviate from
malign words and repulsive actions.

NOTICE:
All stude~ts, especia.lly Freshmen and Sophomores
Are .you mter;sted .m becoming a reporter for the
Memona! Centers sect10n of the Panther? Well if you
are, You re in luck. We need reporters, lots and lots
of ~hem. Not only do we need reporters, but, feature
wnters, proof-readers, and typists.
~. i.f you are interested, fill out the blank below and
~rm.g it to Room 206 of the Memorial Center immediately.
'
Ju111111111111,1111u,11111u11111u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111.,1 11110111111111

~

I am .interested in becoming a member-

i
i

Check one:

•••••••tti,,,,,

111111 ,

·of

tb i
Memorial Center's Publicity Committee and working as a:

i

:

I
~

=

~

~
~

~
:

Reporter______________

Proofreader_:_________ .___ _

Feature writer_ _____ _

Typist ___________ · _

Dormitory ------------ _ _ _ Room Number__________

:t

ii
-

Name

------------------------------

----------

.... u ............................................. u.01111111 ............................................................................. r

Welcome Alumni, Ex-Students and Friends
We . the members of the Memorial Center Staff
C~mittees a?d Student-body at Prairie View extend
to its Alumm and ex-students and friends a sincere
welcome. A special welcome goes to the class of 1952
the host class.
'
Wf; a.t the ~femori.al Center open our hearts and
hospitality durmg this, our homecoming celebration
We end~vor to provide a wholesome activity pro-'.
gratn outside of . t~e cl.ass room for the total development of the Prame View students. Your suggestions
and comments about our center are wholeheartedly
welcomed.
Director of Student Activities
James 0. Sullivan

~ITOR ................... ,. ...••........•.•.......•.........•....••••..••...•......... Lee
SOCIATE EDITORS •········· .•••••.•.•..•.•.••. Ella Barnett, Evon
FEATURE WRITER

"Resolved that the Federal
Government Should Intergrate
All Schools Immediately" was
the subject for debate, Tuesday,
November 6, 1962 in the Ballroom of the Memorial Center.
This affair was a part of the
Centers Anniversary sponsored
by the Civic Area.
The Affirmative was represented by Oliver Brown, Leo
Orr and Robert Allen, while the
Negative was upheld by Roosevelt Martin, Albert Hollaway
and Clarence Turner.
With a slight edge, the Negative was the choice of the three
judges as best presenting the
Argument and Case Analysis.
The strength of the Negative
rested on the fact that the Federal Government has no authority to intergrate all schools. All
schools would include private
and parochial schools of which
the government has no jurisdiction.
The Violation of the 10th
Amendment of the Constitution
(States Rights) ·also carried
weight in making the decision.
The debate society is open to
all students who find interest in
discussing intellectual controversal subjects. Any student interested may contact Mr. Sullivan, room 206 B Memorial Center.

2nd Memorial Center
Anniversary Recep. Held
The Memorial Center held it's
second anniversary recept ion,
Sunday, November 5, 1962 in
the Memorial Center Ballroom.
Some 350 were on hand when
the Anniversary proceedings
were held in conjunction with
the Miss Prairie View Reception,
sponsored by the L. B. A. and
L. B. L. Cultural Clubs.
Refreshments included Frappe and Cake. The Hospit.ality
Committee was more than helpful as they always are. This
Committee served to make the
occasion as comfortable as possible and of course to serve the
drink and cut the cake.
Dr. Solomon and his wife,
along with Mr. and Mrs. Fry,
Mr. Baker, Mrs. Franks and
Miss Prairie View, Mary Jolivet
were in the Receiving Line. Miss
Jolivet cut the first piece of
cake. Dr. Solomon ate the first
piece of cake.
Les Belle Lettres and Pershing Rifles were among the organized pledgee groups present.
These persons along with some
200 others ate and drank for approximately 1 ½ hours. Everything ran along nicely and the
Reception can be written as a
success.

.
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· Classes are now open for students interested in learning the
social dances, Mr. J. 0. Sullivan, Director of Student Activities has announced. Mr. Sullivan, who has had professional
experience in dancing on the
stage and in motion pictures is
conducting special lessons in t he
Ballroom; Tango, Samba, Rhum•
ba, Marenge, Waltz, Fox Trot
and other social dances.
Lessons are for the general .
student body. Special groups
and club organizations may have
special sessions by appointment.
Actuary, which now denotes .
an insurance mathematician, originally referred to Roman news
reporters who recorded "acts of
the day."

·
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Open only to students of

PRAIRIE VIEW

VICEROY
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Football Contest # 4

l;
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•

Clos~s November 20

~
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~~

12 WINNERS ON THIS CAMPUS IN EACH CONTE$'f'.
tw()

•

•••

•
•••
•••

Ballot Boxes and Entry Blanks ore located at:

Memorial Center Lobby
College Exchange
Dining Hall

ENTER NOW
AND WINI

"Five months lJicketingany other ex~rieJ\ce ?'' ·
~

Dance Classes
Underway

.•••
..••
..••
First Prize .. ,$100Q!
.•
..•• Se~ond Prize ...$25~
r. Ten 3rd Prizes •••$1000
..•• Four .~ontests in all ••• New contest every
•
weeks ••• exclusively for the students on this
...•• campus!
You'll find complete rules printed on
.. Official Football
Contest Entry Blanks.

f

9'-"..,

Sullivan and Miss Pierce were
directly responsible. Miss Pierce,
incidently served punch, while
Mr. Sullivan found an interest
in teaching a student to Samba.
To a "Cha-Cha"?

.......... .............................................

....
.
.....
...
....

•

tu:~:

Beverly Jackson
Roger Jackson
E~;;~······;···········i··············································· Jam:s Sullivan
······· .. ·····································'··············· Clarance Cfurner

·• ······················· ·•·•··································· ··········-···

;:,oTOGRAPIIER •....••.•...•..••...••...•..•...•.••••... •••••. ...•••........ ....•

Some 600 students were . present at the 2nd annual "coke•tail
hour." The evening was filled
with individual and group
games. Faculty members were
on hand, but they were riot present in the proportion that they
were expected. Usually we have
as many students as faculty
members, but this time we had
many more students thus off
setting the balance.
The students however did appear to be enjoying the proceedings. The highlights of the evening came when we played a
special "mixer" game. This
game was intended to be educational as well as entertaining.
This purpose, I am sure was accomplished. The winner of this
event was Miss Joyce Walker, a
graduate of Kashmere in Houston. Miss Walker is a freshman,
majoring in Nursing. Her prize
was, you guessed it, the first
serving of refreshments. There
was plenty for all.
The evening ended with a
semimixer and everyone went
home with a smile on his or her
face.
The coke-tail was sponsored
through the efforts of the Student-Faculty committee. Mr.

. i•

Henderson
McConico

~m-r ···-········ ·-·•····••·-•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.................... ·.. Fred~:~k

2nd Anniversary Coke-Tail
Hour Held

Negative Scores
In First Debate

Memorial Center Staff
p YPIST
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Miss Prairie View Reception Held
For the .f!rst time in the history of Prairie View A&M College, a much needed reception
for Miss P:-airie View was held.
The historical event took place
on Sunday, • ·ovember 5, in The
Memorial Center Ballroom.
Feeling the need for such an
affair on campus, -Les Beaux
Arts and Les Belle Lettres took
the initiath-e toward the new
and needed end. The public was
invited and approximately 350
persons were present to enjoy
the festivities. Among the specia'l groups in attendance were
the L. B. L. pledgees and the
Pershing Rifle pledgees. The
Pershing Rifle pledgees showed
chivalry, Sunday, by relinquishing their places in line for the
young ladies present.
·
Not that there was not enough"'

Kampus Korner Kid
Well hi there friend. How is
everything :n your corner of the
world? WelJ my little corner is
all in order. But that's nothing
~trange, because you kn~w t~~
Kid always ry to keep things m
order. I can't help ith, it justhhat;
t-0 be that way. You ip tot a .
Now let :me see who's going to
receive my prchids this time ...
Well, I just must give orchids to
all of ~he participants of the
Coronation: A~d smce the clubs
and orgamzat10ns presented the
Queen with gifts, I would now
like to present my gift ...To
Queen Mary Ann Jolivet, a
whole b~~hel of orc~ids with
my comp.1ments. I m m a good
mood, so I guess I'll just give
orc~ids to eYe:ybody. Oh! Oh!
A _little over sigh~ has oc~ured,
I Just refuse to give orchids to
the students who clutter up the
lobby of the <:ent:r by standing
a,nd congregating m the passage
way~. And I also refuse to ~ive
orchids to the fellows who loiter
in front of the Center. Fellows,
I wish you wouldn't do that.
Now is that right ?
Say, did you attend the Coke
Tail Hour 0n Thursday, November- 8, 1962? If you didn't attend, you missed a real nice
time. If you did attend , I'm
sure you enjoyed yourself. It's
really nice for members of the
facult y and the students to get
to know each other under different ci!"cumstances. Like I
said before it was real nice, and
you know I wouldn't kid you.
Well I guess I must cut out
for now, but before I go I would
like to \\ish you a nice time during the Homecoming Festivities.
Remember, I think you are
the greatest.
Your friend,
KKK
1

to eat. No Siree. There was
plenty for all. Seconds for all
that could eat more. The gigantic cake which was on display,
Saturday, was the "filler" for
the evening, and talk about
"good", that cake was GOOD.
The Frappe added that touch of
elegance which is essential at
all affairs of this type.
The receiving line was composed of Dr. and Mrs. T. R. Solomon, Mr. and Mrs. Fry, Mr.
Baker, Mrs. W. Franks and Miss
Jolivet, our Miss Prairie View.
Miss Jolivet cut the first slice
of cake and of course Dr. Solomon ate the first piece.
The crown on the top was given to Miss Jolivet !s a souvenir.
I took a huge piece of cake
home, How about you?

.. What If?
Lets play a little name game,
called what if. Are you ready?
Okay, let's go.
WHAT IF:
Mary Ann Jolivet was named
Mary Ann Sadvet; Billy Joe
Battles was Billy Jne Wars.; -Billie Faye Trimble was Billie F.
Nervous; William Batt.s was
William Balls; and Lucille Ball
was Lucille Bat• James Hall was
James Corrido;· John Gooden
was John Badde~; Ruby Branch
was Ruby Tree; Wilma Laday
was Wilma Lanight · Eunice
Love was Eunice Hate· Susan
Newsome was Susan Oldsome;
Homer Wright was Homer
Wrong; Edward Young was Edward Old. Ernestine Berry was
Ernestine' Grapes• Charlie Price
was Charlie Costs; Joyce Rollins was Joyce Bounceins; Minnie Mapps was Minnie Globes;
Jewel Ford was Jewel Chevrolet; Betty Childs was Betty Adults. and look if Lawfton Kenned; was LaV.:tton Khrushchev,
we would be in trouble and
would need John Peace unless
of course his name was ~hanged
to John Wars.
But of course r did remember
to say WHAT IF didn't I?

Raiders Capture Game
Raiders Capture game from
off Campus Bandits to bid for
the losers Brackets 1st place.
The forfeiting off Campus
Bandits let the Raiders mainain
their place in the Losers Brackets and move in position to win
the Losers championship. The
Raiders next game is scheduled
for November 16.

Aggies Lose to
Woodruff Panthers 14-0
The Woodruff Panthers marked as the most surprising team
in the touchfootball league scored 14 points and held the N. F.
A. Aggies to O in the Losers
Bracket game.
Quarterback Tynn and Tackles Gay and Brown for the Aggies weren't enough to stop the
offensive drives for the panthers who featured Shields in
end; Roberts in Quarterback
and Glasco in End as scoring
punches for the Woodruff spoilers.
The Woodruff Panthers next
tilt is scheduled for November
28.

If you think cooperation is not
important, just watch what
~:ttf.r;;· I happens next time a wheel
comes off the car in front of
you.

IJ leighbors
"Tty not to think about itl"

!

rm,~

Western Auto Associate Store
A. M. tv-\c:CAIG, Owner

Waller, Texas

--·-·····---

DR 2-3621

The Baron nine sparked by
Batts with 12 points, Hornsly
with 8 points and Miller with 6
points ran up the highest 1962
score of any team.
Woodfork, Stephenson, Bush,
Broussard and Dehorney outstanding Lions couldn't stop the
Baron drives that upset them
with four touch downs.
The interior wall of the Barons sparked by Belton and Davis stopped all traffic that the

Lions engineered through
unmovable Baron line.
"Remember the woman who
complained
about
dishpan
hands? She now suffers from
push-button fingers." - D. Lee
Stoddard, Elkland (Pa.) Jo.,_
nal.

IJ l1ighbar1

,.A lteataik's idea of a lovel,Hide la wllea Iler aneaker•

aatell Iler aweatu.•

Lucky 7 takes Dallas Texans
14 to O to stay in contention for
losers championship.
The lucky 7 touchfootball
team held the Dallas Texans to
14-0 game in the first scheduled
tilt of the lo~rs Bracket.
The Texans sparked by Holton, Busly and Howard took
their second defeat of the seasons at the hands of the 7's to
be moved out of the League.
Charles, Butler and Boud of
the Lucky 7 squad engineered
the highest scored game of the
season with 14 points over their
opponents.
The Lucky 7 upsetters are
scheduled to play their next
game on the 14 of November.

IJ Neighbors

We Repair, Restyle,
and Dye Shoes

Barons Set Scoring Record at 26-0
Over the Newly Organized Lions

Lucky 7 Takes
Dallas Texc~s

"We don't know who figured
Shame
out the $600 tax exemption for
"You complain that you have
a wife - but it sure must have
been a bachelor." _ L. D. Geor- had to support your wife's famge, Cumberland (Wis.) Advo- ily?" the court questioned the
cate.
man seeking a divorce.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"Yes, your honor."
"How much of a family has
she?"
"Four children, your honor."
"Who is their father?"
,.,.
"I am, your honor."

C. Smith Shoe Shop

HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS
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"Of course, Vfrcinia, I
remember when w'e were married. It was the da1 the Dodpra won a ~--~i:.!" .
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LIEUTENANT JOHN MONTEFUSCO, HISTORY MAJOR, CLASS Oi' 'il

"If Ihad it to do over again,
. Army R. O.T. C?..
would Itake
My wife and I are in Panama at the moment. She likes
it. You know, Officers' Club, dances-that sort of thing.
I like it, too. But whether I stay in the Army or not, the
question is: Would I take Army R.O.T.C. if I had it to
do over again? Yes, I certainly would. In spades, I
didn't realize how lucky I was. At the time I figured:
Okay, so I'll get my degree-get an Army commission,
too, and pick up some extra money along the way! I
wasn't the leadership type, I thought. I was wrong. Boy,
was I wrong! Looking back on it, I wouldn't trade the
leadership training I got for anything! Take my word
for it, leaders are made-not born! Whether I stay in
the Army or not, nobody can take away what I've
learned. And let's face it, where can anybody my age
step out of college and walk into a standard of living this
good? Look, if you hav already invested two years in
college ROTC, take it from me: Stick it eut! It'll be
one of the smartest things you ever did. I say ~.'!
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Ji'
Coronation Scenes - Photo at top, left shows the
full view of the queen and her court. Young lad"es in the outer court are pictured making their
entry at top-right. The rocket from which Miss
Prairie View emerged is shown in the back-

ground. Center photos show the entrance of
Miss PV and her escort William Batts III, attendants to Miss PV and escorts, Panther editor
Clearence Turner and Miss Panther, Velvia Taylor; Flower girls and crown bearer. The Mark

I

IEE _

ing section for it's members. The Woodruff, W. H. Tinker, advisor
AIEE is taking great strides and Samuel Brown, Vice Pres.
CO, 'TIN['ED fro·m Page 3
this year and they are to be noted. Also pictured a re from r to 1 WHERE GUTENBERG
latest de,·elopments and t o pro- Olan B. Clayborne-Pres., Dean WORICED
mote educational advancements. C. L. Wilson hd. of dept. of l The German city of Mainz,
'Ihe AIEE also provides a t utor_-: Engr. W. M. Scott, assistant to home of J ohann Gutenberg, in-

by H.I.S. -

Reg. $29.95 to $32.95

Special . . . $19.88

~

$6.88

Come In and See Our

4 -PIECE SUIT
by H.I.S. - Includes Coat,
Reversible Vest, 2 Pair Pants

Only ... $3 9 .95
Men's SPORT SHIRTS
Low Quarter and High Top

1

·entor of printing from movable ville, Kentucky, was first made
type, rests in a natural amphi- into a town May 1, 1780, when
theater on a tranquil big bend 1 the Virginia Legislature passed
of the Rhine.
the Act for Establishing the
- -- - - Town of Louisville. It was namNAMED F OR A KING
ed for King Louis XVI of
The Ohio River city of Louis- France.

Reg. $7.95 to $9.95

Special

WE NOW CARRY the FAMOUS

V singing group is pictured at bottom with
specialty dancer Fred Yvonne Ricks. Patricia
Joseph is the celestial jester showing in a dance
routine with the heralders. At bottom right the
queen and her escort lead the grand march.

in Synthetics - All Wools
$9.95 to $17.95 Values!

Very Special

~

1/2

..
PRICE!

Fine WOOL

SHARKSKIN SUITS

Ivy and Regular Collars
Wanted Colors and Styles
VALUES to $5.00 !

*

Reg. $55.00

Special ... $44.75

$2 ■99
Dark Brown and Charcoal
$7.95
SpeCla• I
37 - 44 --- Reg. and Longs
~· SHOP FRENKIL'S in Hempstead and Receive FREE Tickets to $3,000 in Gilts
~ -lo be GIVEN AWAY by the Town of Hempstead .SATURDAY,DEC. 22nd!
& FIRST PRIZE IS 1963 FORD CUSTOM SEDAN •
~
Hempstead,
Phone

113

FRENKIL~S

•
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PY and Alcorn Clash
· For Homecoming

ELEVEN

50 Pontiac Convertibles Top Prizes in
L&M Grand Prix 50 Sweepstakes for Colleges Only
I

Prairie View A and M. ColIf you're inclined to estimate campus. The sweepstakes is coed wins one of the fifty top
lege's Homecoming battle Sat- the odds of winning a sweep- easy to enter: there are no es- prizes, she may choose - inurday, November 17 with the stakes, take pencil and paper says, no jingles and no slogans. stead of the Tempest - a thrillAlcorn A. and M. Braves is be- in hand, because your chance of You can fill in the entry blank ing expense paid holiday in Eurginning to look more important winning one of 50 Pontiac Tern- in the time it takes to jot down ope for two, plus $500.00 in
1
as the scrambled up Southwest- pest LeMans - America's "hot- your name and address. That's cash!
ern Conference football race be- test" new sports convertible for all there is to write.
See the ad on page 12 of this
comes more indecisive week by '63 in the L & M GRAND
As entries are received, they paper.
week.
PRIX 50 (for colleges only) is become eligible for all subseThe Braves from Mississippi fifty times better than in a quEll}t drawings, and there's no
The Vatican's Swiss Guards
have humbled two of the top sweepstakes open to the gen- limit on the number of entries constitute the world's most excontenders in the league-Texas eral public. (EDITOR'S NOTE: per person. If you enter before clusive army - 100 members.
Southern and the Jaguars of THE
SPONSOR'S
STATE- Thanksgiving
weekend
(the
Southern, placing a serious bid MENT,
"AN
ENTRANT'S drawing date for the first 5
for recognition among the top CHANCE OF WINNING IS 50 Tempests), your entry will be
ranked tea.ms. Alcorn is consid- TIMES BETTER THAN IF OP- eligible in drawings for all 50
ered as having one of the best EN TO THE GENERAL PUB- Tempests.
passing outfits in the conference. LIC,'' IS A CONSERVATIVE
r
.
Quarterback Fred Davis is one ESTIMATE
OF
AN
ENThere's something special for
the gals. They too can win a '63
tro4'h•8iW•
of the best passers and Carl TRANT'S ODDS. BASED ON Tempest, which comes equipped
Jones, an end, is a top notch re- TOTAL COLLEGE ENROLL- 'th
eed fl
h'ft b kt
Be ye transformed by tli• I
ceiver.
MENT OF THE SCHOOLS IN- wi 3 -sp
~r s i •. uc e
renewing of your mind.
The game will carry with it VOLVED AND THE TOTAL U. seats, delux~ trim, radio a nd
-(Rom. 12:2).
all the usual color of Prairie S. ADULT POPULATION, AN heater, . specia_l d~r, deluxe
Thoughts, inspired by the
View homecomings. A giant par- L&M GRAND PRIX 50 EN- wheel ~iscs,. wmdshi~ld wash~rs
Christ standard, energize and
ade scheduled at 12 noon will TRANT'S CHANCES OF WIN- a nd white ~idewall tires, a nd mheal your body and imbue
open the game festivities, and NING IS MORE LIKE 60 clu~es d_elivery, ~les tax a nd
your affairs with order, harvery elaborate pre-game and TIMES GREATER THAN IN A regi st rahon prepaid. And, if a
mony and success.
half-time shows are planned.
NATIONAL
SWEEPSTAKES
This will be Prairie View's THAT WOULD INCLUDE THE
first time to entertain Alcorn at GENERAL PUBLIC.)
Homecoming. For several years
The L&M GRAND PRIX 50,
the college alternated between
Texas College and Langston for sponsored by L&M and Chesthis special date. Both of these terfield, offers the biggest,
schools are now out of the con- most e~citing prize structure
ever announced for a college
ference.
sweepstakes. Ia. {lddition to the
50 Tempest LeMans convertibles
Answers to Correct English
C!.ld 9-LoctJeU <:Pot <:Pla.nh, £ tcz.
going to 50 college winners, 70
1. calm, 2. enmity, 3. vague, consolation prizes - RCA Vic4. aversion, 5. favor, 6. shout- tor 4-speed stereo hi-fi portable
ing, 7. self-satisfied, 8. scarcity, phonographs - will be offered.
FLORAL DESIGNERS
9. explain, 10. erase, 11. kindThe L&M GRAND PRIX 50
ly, 12. village, 13. clever, 14. keeps
going
and
growing
tasteless, 15. motive.
through the school year. There
will be drawings for 5, 10, 15,
The Canary Islands got their and finally 20 grand prizes. EnHempstead, Texas
from "cants," the Latin try blanks are available whPrPt
~,. 8 11reues are so,a on and aoou
doe4

~ r.;;,

CARL Jo:-:ES - Senior, End
for Alcorn A. & M.
~lemphis, Tcnnes ee

Table Tennis Doubles
Tournament to be Held
On December 13-14
Following the 1962 singles
open tournament the games and
·Recreation
Committee
will
sponsor a men's doubles tournament on the 13 and 14 of December.
Entries should be given to
Tournament Director Wesley
Wilson or submitted to the
games office in memorial center.

Butzke's Florist & Nursery

Best
Homecoming Wishes
...,

itizens
State ank
Hempstead
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ontiac emnests

America's hottest new
sports convertible!
/r • =1;, M~b»-~:y

BM

. .ANDP
.

Sweepstakes for colleg.es only
Your chances of winning are §Q. times better than if open to the general public

You can win I 50 flashing new '63 Pontiac Tempest Le Mans con•
vertibles are up for grabs! They're easy to win and it's lots of fun[
The big sweepstakes is starting now ••• keeps going and growing
through the school year. There'll be drawings for 5, 10, then 15 and
finally 20 new Tempest convertibles -four exciting laps-50 cars in
all! Enter often , • • no limit on the number of entries per person!
Enter nowt Here's all you do:
1. Pick up a free official L&M GRAND PRIX 50 entry blank. Look for them
where cigarettes are sold-on and a\>out campus. Fill it in.
2. Detach your serialized L&M GRAND PRIX 50 LICENSE PLATE from your
entry blank. Save it! Tear off the bottom panels from 5 packs of L&~
KING, L&M Box, CHESTERFIELD KING or CHESTERFIELD REGULAR. Menthol smokers can enter with OASIS. 5 panels, or acceptable substitutes (see
entry blank), must accompany each entry. Each entry must be mailed
separately.

3-speed :floor shift, bucket seats,
deluxe trim and special decor, radio and heater, deluxe wheel discs,
windshield washers and white sidewall tires; with delivery, sales tax
and registration all pre-paid! And, choice of body, trim and top
colors as well as choice of differential gear ratios!
Important: As your entries are received they become eligible for all
subsequent drawings. So enter often and enter early- before the
drawing for the first five Tempests (right after Thanksgiving). En•
tries received by Thanksgiving weekend will be eligible in drawings
for all 50 Tempests!
Remember: The more entries you submit, the more chances you
have to win!
Winners' Tempests will Include:

3. Mail us the panels and your serialized entry blank ••. it matches your
license plate. Your serial number may be one of the 50 that wins a '63
Tempest convertible!

EXCLUSIVE FOR THE GIRLS I
If you win, you may choose instead
of the Tempest a thrilling expensepaid 2-week Holiday in Europe-for
Two! Plus $500 in cash!

~eli
,- XNlii~~
A~TTEs

Get with the winners:..:·~-.. ,...=•"
far ahead in smoking satisfaction I
See the Pontiac Tempest at your nearby Pontiac Dealer l

)

